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Introduction 

The well-known Russian ethnographer Tugolukov titled his ethnography on the Orochen, 

“Trailfinders who hunt while riding reindeer”2. Tugolukov emphasized with this title that not 

only do Orochens prefer hunting by riding reindeer in stead of walking on foot, but also that 

the Orochens are more advanced than other Evenki groups because of raiding reindeer. 

Hence, many Soviet social scientists classified Evenki groups in Zabaikal‘e according to how 

they move. This classification system implied social status as well as the place of Evenki 

groups within a socio-cultural hierarchy. In this context, the lowest social status was 

attributed to groups that had the fewest reindeer, or that had no reindeer at all and did their all 

activities by walking. Hence, following such logic, Tungus-speaking groups of Zabaikal’e 

were often simply called “Orochen” – “reindeer Evenki” (O. oron, reindeer), “Murchen”- 

“horse Evenki” (B. murin, horse) and finally “walking Evenki” (R. peshie). These latter lived 

sedentary or semi- sedentary lifestyles and those which had neither horses nor reindeer were 

seen as the “poorest” among them.  

 
                                                 
1 This field research, and the time to write it up, was supported by grants from the Baikal Archaeology Project 
(SSHRCC MCRI 2000-1000), the Wenner Gren Foundation (Dissertation fieldwork grant 7260), The School of 
Social Sciences (University of Aberdeen), and The Committee for Central and Inner Asia (University of 
Cambridge) 
 
2 Tugolukov, Vladillen Aleksandrovich’. 1969. Sledopyty Verkhom na Oleniakh. Moskva: Nauka. 
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My fieldwork in the Zabaikal’e region reveals that walking in and of itself is a much valued 

human activity among local hunters. Indeed, walking long distances is the main activity 

performed almost daily by the taiga people in Zabaikal’e. In this context, walking plays a 

crucial role in hunting as well as in reindeer herding. By walking, I mean the activity of 

moving across the land on foot and carrying personal belongings in a backpack or 

transporting it on a reindeer or horse. Walking in hunting and herding is usually performed in 

a special way and follows particular strategies for different tasks. When Orochens keep 

reindeer they must make large circuits on foot every 2-3 days to bring the reindeer home.  

When they are hunting on foot, then they walk every single day. During both activities 

hunters usually cover a distance between 20-30 km.  

 

Walking is part of the daily hunters discourse. Walking is important for building and 

maintaining ties with geographical places, with animals and with other taiga residents. 

Walking relates directly to the acquisition of information about the weather including making 

prognostications about the forthcoming season, the migration of ungulates and activities of 

predators. Also it relates to the way Orochens hunters and herders perceive the topography, 

vegetation and animal sites. Through ‘well-performed’ walking, the people successfully herd 

their domesticated animals, hunt wild animals, manage and organize family life, and 

maintain social relationships in the taiga area. In general, walking is the central activity that 

organizes the life of taiga people. Therefore, one can say that living in the taiga means 

constantly walking.  

 

In this report, I will examine how walking is linked to how hunters read trails.  I will do so 

by describing hunters’ perception of a variety footprints and pawprints left by humans and 
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animals on different surfaces: soil, snow and various plants. I will describe hunters 

interpretations of different foot and animal prints, and the kinds of information that can be 

gleaned from these prints. I will argue that this knowledge shapes perceptions of the 

environment as well as influences walking practice itself. Reading prints is a part of the daily 

walking routine for the Orochen, helping them gain information that is used for both herding 

and hunting.   

 

Walking: Landscape and Routes  

The area of my research in the Northern Zabaikal’e is characterized by a continental climate 

that exhibits seasonal extremes. In January the average temperature is -40 C. By the middle 

of October permanent snow appears which melts in May. In winter, the snow typically 

reaches a height between 40-60 cm.  Skis are rarely used by local hunters. Environmental 

conditions vary significantly depending on altitude. The Tungokochen area is known as 

coniferous taiga; mountain and hills in that region do not have sierra and most have a flat or 

rounded peak. The height of hills varies from a minimum of 800 meters to a maximum of 

2000 meters from the land surface. Most of the hills are covered with larch forest that can be 

mixed with pine as well as birch trees. Above 2000 meters one can also find so-called “naked 

hills” (O. ianil, R. goltsy); the tops of these hills have no trees or bushes, while the middle 

and lower parts of such hills are covered with forest. Stony areas can be found in the upper 

parts of river valleys. The taiga with open larch, pine and birch forest gives way to wet 

hummocked lowlands. Many lowlands are covered with bushes (O. maril) and islands of 

coniferous trees. Such areas are called uktan by the Evenki. The land has perma-frost quite 

close to the soil surface therefore extra water is not absorbed in the earth and creates the 

ubiquitous wetland environment.  Swampy conditions are most prevalent from May to 
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October. The rivers tend to be fast and stony. It freeze and are covered by snow from about 

the middle of October till early May. In spring and summer, as rain is not fully absorbed by 

the soil due to the perma-frost, the waters raise in rivers quickly frequently causing floods.  

 

The landscape of the Tungokochen district in the Chita region is difficult to traverse by foot, 

or by riding a horse or reindeer, because the land varies from being hilly to stony and in the 

valleys there are hummocked 

wetlands. These rough areas also 

make it difficult for the region to be 

traversed in winter by sled.  Riding 

across the area either by horse or 

reindeer is always mixed with 

walking during the summer time. 

Thus no matter the mode of transportation, walking is always necessary for traveling long 

distances in the taiga.  

Wet, humpy and muddy landscape of Tungokochen 

 

As a result of the varied environment, walking always presented a challenge to me. While 

hunting in Tungokochen district one must always hike up and down hills across wide 

stretches of loose stones that cover the slopes. The traveler also must be careful of holes 

found between piles of stones that on first glance appear to form a uniform surface. On tops 

of hills there is high soft moss through which the non-native inevitably stumbles because of 

the unsteady footing. Despite such difficulties the hunters walk through these environments 

without hesitation in winter and summer. Finally, there are high hummocks chiopchioko 

(thick tall bumps formed by plant’s roots) that makes it extremely hard to walk across fields. 
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Hunters say that the chiopchioko can be up to 50 cm tall. Therefore, the walker who crosses 

such fields must know how to walk there. In the summertime when the grasses are spread 

over all the fields, one can hardly see any empty spaces between the chiopchioko. Walkers 

fall down whenever they put a foot accidentally into “empty space”. Walking through a 

chiopchioko field (called a kever) must be done in a special way; the walker must keep 

observing the color of the grass, since a darker green color of grass found on a hump means 

that it is a hard fresh hump on which you can step and feel stable.  Indeed, most hunters are 

very skilled walkers: open places are crossed quite quickly in order not to be noticed by wild 

animals.  

 

I was extremely tired whenever I walked through these fields. Though, I could easily walk on 

flat surface, I had no way to keep my balance walking through kever. I present a passage 

from my fieldnotes to reflect my own experience of walking.  

We spent about 9 hours from 9 am to 18 pm tracking sable and did just a 35 

minute break for drinking tea and eating bread with sugar. It was the first 

killed sable for Aleksei this winter season. We hiked up and down 3 hills 

following the paw prints of a sable. Aleskei’s hunting dogs where young and 

had no clue what we were doing. Since the sable was looking for berries it 

was running up and down all the time, so Aleksei, me and the dogs did exactly 

the same. Probably our route reached up to 30 km.  Now, we are back and I 

feel an ache again in my feet, even my shoulders feel tired. I feel the blood 

pulsating in my feet as well as in my head and the noise in my ears is driving 

me crazy.  The feeling is like I am completely drunk, my movement becomes 

uncoordinated and my body feels like it is being broken. For some reasons I 
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was always falling down when I was walking, while Aleksei was able to walk 

and still managed to see all the details on the surface of the land as well as the 

marks on the trees. He was also aware of different signs a of couple of 

kilometers in the distance while I was able to observe just what was ahead of 

my foot and still I had great difficulties to walk.  I tried to imitate Aleksei 

walking and noticed that Aleksei everywhere walked differently; however, he 

never made big steps and walked in fast short steps. I tried to imitate him and 

I felt a little bit safer. Probably, I can get less tired after learning how to walk 

right. Aleksei is so skillful that he manages to walk very fast across these 

fields with humps. I understand that walking through this terrain must be 

learned from childhood. Now, I understand why Aleksei was nicknamed 

“Piha” by hunters (a nickname derived from the Russian word pehota,- 

infantryman).  

 

Hunters usually choose specific routes when moving from camp to camp or from camp to 

village and visa versa. Such routes are often marked on different maps and were widely used 

by kholkhoz workers and are still used by hunters, foresters and hay-cutters (often former 

kholkhoz workers). Heavy-duty all terrain vehicles can be also used for traveling and moving 

goods along these routes in later autumn and winter when the terrain is frozen. During spring, 

summer and autumn these routes are also used for traveling to hunting sites or hay-cutting 

areas with horse or reindeer. Such routes lead to all important valleys, log huts and hay-

cutting sites. These routes are easily observable since they are deeply carved into the surface 

of the soil and usually no plants are growing on them. Such routes are called oktol in 
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Orochen. Nikolai Aruneev, a Tungokochen village reindeer herder explains that such route is 

also called “a route that comes from past” (O. nanaptyl oktony).  

The routes belong to the memory of the community and individuals since it were heavily 

used in the past by hunters and herders . In elders discourse, walking by such route is a 

metaphor for the life one lived. Elders say “to live, 

is to walk by routes” (R. zhit’- tropy tropit’). 

Hence, physically expressed routes as well as cut 

marks left on the stems of tree are depicted as 

markers of peoples belonging to the land as well 

their interconnection as their interconnection with 

the past, some kind of legitimation of hunters rights 

to the land. As Vladimir Lokushin from Zelionoe 

Ozero village said “a person’s grave is covered 

with grass and it can hardly be seen, while his 

routes are still present and are used by their    

     children and grandchildren.” Therefore, in political 

statements, walking by routes can stand as metaphor for Orochen leading traditional way of 

life as reindeer herding and hunting in the taiga. 

Nikolai Aryneev walking by the routes “that 
come from past” 

    

Usually, people traveling along these routes, particularly if they are on horseback or in all 

terrain vehicles, will clear the road of fallen trees and other obstacles.  Branches that could 

snap into your face are also cut so that these routes are not difficult to traverse. Branches are 

snapped off by hand when possible or cut by a knife (O. koto) or long special knife (O. 
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purta) while walking. Because they are heavily trafficked, temporary campsites dot these 

long term routes. Permanent routes are well known by all villagers, not just hunters. 

 

Some routes are recalled and talked about with reference of extraordinary experiences that 

happened on them. Kolia Aruneev and Aleksei Aruneev, two brothers who herd reindeer, 

told me many stories of experiences they had along these “remembered routes.” Kolia told 

me of a particularly difficult route from the Kotomchik River Valley to Siligli River Valley 

which passes by a “sentient site” named Hill of Pines. Once Kolia forgot to perform a rite to 

the “sentient beings” at the Pine Hill, therefore he injured his foot.  The brothers remarked 

that it was always challenging to walk along this and other “remembered routes.” When 

questioned about the “spirits” they noted that there was more to the route than just the 

physical reality of it, there where many different “spirits” (R. dukhi) each of which 

influenced the living people passing by in different ways. Different sentient sites such as 

hills, rivers, burial sites are identified with different ancestral spirits.  Indeed, elders say that 

remembered routes are still used by deceased human spirits to travel; therefore, one should 

not locate their camp on the route. Particularly, “crossing-places” (where two routes 

intersect) are thought to be exceptionally powerful places and therefore one is warned against 

camping at these locations.  

 

Routes exist as trajectories, but people are able to elaborate on them. Yet even the main 

routes change when particularly large tree or obstacle happens across it and people begin to 

go around, or if there are other physical changes to the land that make such modifications 

simpler than maintaining the original route.   
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Reindeer herders and hunters on horseback also create routes that leave no obvious visible 

signature except in the memories of those who created and, subsequently, followed them.  

Knowledge about these routes is transmitted from generation to generation as a part of 

reindeer-herding or hunting. However, hunters rarely use routes while hunting wild animals 

and tracking domesticated reindeer in any season and usually walk wherever animal tracks 

point or animal is expected to be found. In winter time, especially after New Year, the fur 

animals are hunted on snow trails (R.  putik) made by the hunter himself.  

 

In winter, hunters create many winter trails in the snow by their constant motions. Those that 

only are frequently used during the winter time are termed a putik in Russian. A putik is 

 a stable winter path which 

is constantly used for 

trapping fur animals. A 

hunter can walk up to 30 

km to the areas fur animals 

prefer, leaving traps along 

the way at the places where 

animal track appear.     

                      While walking up and down 

a putik, hunters constantly check and relocate their traps. Hunters also hunt squirrels along 

these routes particularly in the forested areas near frozen rivers.  Aleksei Aruneev says that a 

snow putik becomes fully formed after three trips. It takes three trips to make them easier to 

follow. However, according to Aleksei, it takes a lot of effort to follow these trails the first 

two or three times. After that the snow is tamped down to create a solid surface.  

Putik used by Aleksei Aruneev in river Siligli area.
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Geographical names are associated with walking. For instance most Orochen toponyms refer 

to particular kinds of landscapes. A name for a river denotes the landscape that one walks 

through when passing by or crossing the river.  For example, frequently the name of a river 

has the root siikta which indicates “the river by a thick forest”, or the root nindukachi 

translates as “the river next to a dry forest”. The river Marikta translates as “the river with 

much bush” and Chiapchachiok translates as “the river of hummocks”.  The river name 

Bugarikhta identifies river damaged by forest fire. In everyday talks, it is common to speak 

of particular rivers, and especially their upper or lower parts.3 Stories of walking are 

described in reference to the course of river.  Additionally, walking in hunting can also be 

described as “against the flow” birodorandu (R. protiv techenie), or “with the flow” 

birodohandu (R. po techeniiu) of rivers. 

 

Indeed, walking in the taiga while hunting or visiting sites of economic importance often 

mean moving between sites not connected by easily visible routes. Hence, hunters often rely 

on many different landmarks to move along these “invisible” or “remembered” routes and 

conduct multiple tasks as they walk from camp to camp. Tungokochen district reindeer 

herder and hunter Nikolai Aruneev, seldom uses the permanent, “main” routes while 

traveling from one camp to another and often walks through dry forested areas to visit 

important sites such as: salt areas; storing platforms; hunting areas; migratory bird sites and 

so on.  Hence, reindeer herders have a choice of many different trajectories for walking in the 

                                                 
3 In narratives about walking, parts of river are divided into the upper river (O. doran, R. verchovie), and the 
lower river (O. dohan, R. nizovie). Dohan means always a site near river confluence. Chita city is located 300 
km in south, often named as people that live in nizov’e. That means area where is dohan of Nercha River. One 
time I was asked by Orochen Viktor Lakushin from Zelionoe Ozero village about my recent visit to Chita city: 
“how life is in nizov’e”.  
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taiga.  The choice of where to walk depends on type of activity, destination, or a mixture of 

both activity and destination.  Hunters may even walk over animal tracks (O. nunekit), if the 

task matches their objectives. 

 

In general, all routes in Zabaikal’e should not be viewed as stable or easily observable; rather 

they are fluid and changeable. Some routes are known primarily by memory or transmitted 

 information rather than by sight. 

As soon as a route is heavily used 

and deeply cut into the earth’s 

surface then they can become 

rivers when the snow melts in 

May. As the waters erode the sides 

of these paths more and they 

                                                                                             begin to form a “V”. Then they 

become difficult for humans and, especially domesticated animals to traverse. Horses are 

very vulnerable and unstable while walking along such muddy routes and, in such instances, 

hunters and reindeer herders adapt by forming new trails that parallel the original trail.   

Main route to Siligli river winter hunting area.

 

Walking and transportation 

Even when hunters ride horses or reindeer, the peculiar and various landscape of the 

Zaibakal’e region dictates that they still rely on walking part of the time. Consequently, 

walking can not be seen as simply opposed to riding when in comes to the realities of moving 

about in Tungokochen. Traveling with horse always consists of a mixture of walking and 

riding. “Riding” (R. ekhat’), in everyday discourse, does not necessarily mean that the 
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“rider” sat on a reindeer or horse the whole time during a journey. Hence, ehat is also taken 

to connote that the rider walked by foot with a leashed reindeer. Thus walking and riding can 

be contrasted if riding includes this particular kind of walking (with a leashed reindeer or 

horse); a kind of walking by the way that is never connoted by using the term “walking” (R. 

peshkovat’). Indeed, reindeer are mostly used to transport camping gear and are never ridden 

while moving from one camp to another in Nikolai Aruneev’s (Chita region) as well as Vitia 

Mordonov (Buriatiia Republic) camps.4  

 
Kolia Aruneev transports camping gear in Poperchenaia river area.  Kolia Aruneev transports camping gear in Poperchenaia river area.  

 

 Orochen say that compared to walking or riding horses, walking with reindeer offers very 

different opportunities to move since reindeer can walk everywhere that humans can walk 

and they can also be left for grazing anywhere. However, as Aleksei Aruneev said, “reindeer 

can walk any direction they face” (R. kuda mordoi stoit). Hence, according to my Orochen 

                                                 
4 Orochen hunters were allocated remote territories since they could use reindeer owned by collective farms. 
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informants, reindeer are more useful than horses, since they have wider uses and present 

fewer problems. Reindeer are simply better adapted both to the taiga, the extreme changes in 

the seasons, and to the needs of Orochen people than are horses. Aleksei Aruneev used to say 

that he prefers walking on foot with leashed reindeer than riding a horse when hunting. 

While hunting Orochen prefer to walk on foot without any animal to be less noticed and 

mobile. The table below presents some comparative advantages and disadvantages of horses 

and reindeer for the Orochen when they are traveling.  

 

TABLE 1: The Comparative Advantages and Disadvantages of Reindeer and Horses for the 

Orochen 

Horse (O. murin) Reindeer  (O. oron) 

Travels better in summer and is more adapted to 

mosquitoes, since it has a long tail that is used to 

ward off mosquitoes. 

In the summer, when mosquitoes reach their 

peak it is impossible to walk with reindeer. 

Clumsy in swamps and mud. Walks well through swamps since their feet can 

spread to give them greater stability on muddy or 

slippery surfaces. 

Stumbles frequently when walking through 

hummocked fields. 

Has stable footing when walking through 

humped fields. 

High investments to maintain during winter, since 

feed has to be prepared. 

Easy to maintain during winter. 

Limited primarily to permanent routes. Can travel on any landscape. 
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Both horse and reindeer can be used to pull sleds; frozen rivers often become an ice road for 

many village vehicles as well as for horse and reindeer sledges.5  

 

When he used to visit his family in the village while returning from fur hunting, Aleksei 

Aruneev would walk up to 80 km per day. Indeed, hunters never count walked distance in 

kilometers and say that it does not tell anything about routes and traveling itself. Most often 

traveling is evaluated in hours, while time is often counted from observation the movement 

of the sun. When I used to walk from one site to another I often used to ask how many 

kilometers we still had to walk but I never received a direct reply. I would only be told that 

there were “a couple of hours left.” Hunters and herders do not like to predict walking time 

and I was told many times: “we should not try to guess” (R. ne budem zagadyvat’). 

The Orochen Dogonchin 

family from Baunt region 

(Karaftit area, Dzhilinda 

village) ride reindeer, 

when they hunt for fur 

animals. If a dog finds 

and starts to follow a 

track, then the hunter will     

follow riding a reindeer. 

Hunter must have very strong reindeer as well as well trained dogs. Finally, hunter will be 

more successful in hunting squirrels that usually inhabit lower parts of valleys, and he will 

less able to track sable that usually live in the stony areas. Person who relies either only on 

Kolia Aruneev walking in the snow while hunting fur animals in 
Kotomchik river area.   

                                                 
5 Tungokochen village Orochen maintain the tradition of traveling by sled on ice roads and during my stay three 
sleds were made. 
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riding (without walking) will always be called a lazy or bad hunter because they will not be 

successful in the end. Hence, Gena Garponeev from Ust’ Karenga village stresses the crucial 

role of walking by saying: “the wolf is being fed by his feet” (R. Volka nogi kormiat). This 

apt aphorism reveals that all existence in the taiga depends on walking. Hence, walking long 

distances while hunting or searching for reindeer is often considered a form of work, since 

the more one walk the more information and knowledge he acquires from and about the 

taiga. In general, he also gets more chances to see and hunt animals. Thus walking itself in 

intrinsically valuable and valued.  

 

Iura Aruneev, a reindeer herder from Tungokochen village often joked about other herders’ 

inability to walk long distances while searching for reindeer. When you search for reindeer 

you have to circle around the camp, the bigger the circle the greater your chances in locating 

reindeer herds. In this context, walking is a means to collect information about reindeer by 

reading marks and tracks. Often such walking can be seen as the main work activity and this 

is invoked with the phrase: “It was done relying on my own two” (R. na svoikh dvoikh).   

 

In my first hunting trip in autumn 2004, that was performed raiding horses together with 

Aleksei Aruneev and Gena Dushinov from Tungokochen village, I was invited to visit rock 

art site called Dukuvuchi (drawing one). The site itself was known as powerful because of its 

abilities to draw different signs that can foretell ones destiny or hunting luck and therefore it 

was respected site by Orochen hunters and herders. We camped near old reindeer herders’ 

camp about 15km from the rock art site. Aleksei who led our group did not want us to go 

there with horses; therefore we left on foot to the site in early morning. Autumn days were 

short and Aleksei was walking fast often changing trajectory of our walk, skillfully crossing 
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rivers. It was my first walk with Aleksei and I did my best to walk fast enough. However, he 

had to wait for me time to time. Probably, after couple hours of walk and after a third break 

he told the short phrase: “you will be a bad reindeer herder if you keep walking in such way” 

(R. huiovyi olenevod budesh). It pointed to me that walking is the most important skills I 

have to acquire for life in taiga. Later hunters often said “you have to walk to live in the 

taiga” (R. v taige zhit’ nado hodit’).  

Walking and hunting 

Aruneev-Zhumaneev family hunters and herders walk about 20-30 km per day when they 

search for reindeer, and they can walk up to 45 km everyday while hunting fur animals and 

ungulates. Local people even use specific word to describe walking which relates to 

particular performance of tasks. Hence, instead of hodit’ (literally walk) hunters say 

peshkovat’, which translates as “walking on foot” and serves as synonym for hunting on foot. 

Peshkovat’ means a special way of hunting without dogs when hunter searches for animals 

walking alone and carefully approaching hunted animals. The walking distance depends on 

the type of animal that is being hunted as well as the chosen hunting strategy for that type of 

animal. Reindeer herder and hunter Iura Aruneev is known in the village as a good hunter. 

His uncle Gena Kirilov says about him “He never gives up following the tracks of animals, 

therefore it can take up to a week of walking when hunting moose or bear and sometimes he 

walks for an entire day without sleeping.”  

 

Hunters use a special strategy when walking in a part of the taiga without trails.  Hunters 

must observe the landscape and decide on a particular walking trajectory to overcome 

obstacles. Hunters always try to escape thick forested areas if they are searching for a moose 

in hills covered by forest. However, that is not always possible when you are restricted to just 
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following the animal’s tracks. Thus, the hunter does not necessarily follow along the tracks 

but will infer the direction the animal is taking and follow that direction by the easiest and 

most effective route, circling around objects and crossing the animal’s tracks. This is called 

“circle- walking” (R. okidivat’) and is used for searching for tracks of both wild animals and 

domesticated reindeer. Every hunter knows that if you follow the track animal will scent you. 

Additionally, some animals look carefully after their footprints therefore hunters must not 

leave footprints along animals’ tracks. Hence, a successful walking strategy for hunting 

depends on the person’s deep knowledge of the topography and hunted animal behavior.  

 

Walking must be done in a special manner when hunting. The most important thing to know 

is that the animal must be approached from downwind. Every animal will escape if a person 

is “upwind”, then the animal can smell you. If the hunter should scare a moose, the moose 

will run into the basin of another river and will be lost to the hunter. Aleksei once told me: 

“you scared a moose yesterday; probably he is still running away.” While a scared elk comes 

back after 3 or 4 days to the same place, moose won’t return for two or three weeks. For 

sable, hunters say that one must approach from the lower part of the landscape because the 

winds often blow down the river during the night time when the sable is active. It was also 

said that a footprint left by a hunter cannot be smelled by sable.  

 

Walking, when hunting, is affected by knowledge of the daily activities of animals, the size 

of a herd or pack, the habitation of the area, track prints and characteristics of different 

tracks, and the special behavior of the hunted animal after it is wounded. It often happens 

when the hunter does not manage to kill an animal that the wounded animal escapes. Then 

the hunter will follow the animal according to his knowledge of how that animal behaves 
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when it is wounded. It is important to know that a wounded bear always takes rests by lying 

in bushes, often he puts his head toward direction he came from in order to protect himself 

from anyone following his own tracks. Moose and roe deer do not go far if they are 

wounded. Boar and elk are considered by hunters as very strong animals which can move 

very far from the site where they were shot. Therefore, it is almost impossible to find them if 

the animal did not lose much blood. Orochen often teaches their young dogs to follow the 

paw prints of wounded animals since blood traces make it easy for young dogs to follow 

these tracks.  

 

Silent walking was often stressed by Aleksei Aruneev as an important skill required for 

hunting. When I was hunting with different members of the Aruneev- Zhumaneev family, I 

was always pointedly told to avoid wearing clothing that can make noise. My high-tech 

winter pants were often said to be too noisy. Aleksei Aruneev once pointed to them and said, 

“do not put it on, since it sends signals to all animals in the valley” Indeed, silence while 

walking during winter-time becomes even more important since walking in the snow creates 

so much inevitable noise by itself. Sound also travels better in cold conditions with there is 

the absence of leaves on the trees to muffle any human noises. As soon as our dogs found an 

animal they would start barking in a special manner. At this time my comrade Aleksei would 

always stop to light a match to check the direction of the wind. He always used to warn me to 

follow him and not to step on sticks and avoid breaking branches on my way while 

approaching the hunted animal. Aleksei was able to run quietly toward an animal; he was 

able to seemingly control all that what on the ground as well as see all the changing events 

when his dogs had an animal surrounded. When, we knew that a male boar is surrounded by 

dogs we had to run toward the animal without making any noise. We would walk part of the 
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distance and run other parts fast. The boar is known as the most dangerous animal to hunt 

and will attack and kill dogs easily. However, noise made by animals during the summer is 

well-used for hunting and is frequently the only way that the hunter can locate the animal. 

Hunters, during summer can also wait on special platforms near salt-licks where animals stop 

for salt and other minerals during the night. The hunter must know the ways of walking of 

particular specie if animals and also the different ways of making noises animals make. For 

instance, the red deer is always very careful. It walks in stops and starts trying to catch noises 

of potential predators. 

 

Many Orochen elder hunters have a habit of tracking fur animals in winter time. While 

trapping (O. tushivkandera) is widely used among local hunters, walking-hunting is seen as a 

more skilled form of hunting and hence is more prestigious 

than trapping. Local hunters say that tracking fur animals is a 

very “Orochen” way of hunting. Aleksei Aruneev always used 

to vary his fur hunting strategies in the winter. On the last day 

of his 2005 winter hunting he tracked a sable over hills and 

shot him with a large caliber bullet (SKS) gun managing to 

kill the sable without destroying fur. He meant it to be a                                    

sign to other hunters, that he, Aleksei, is a hardworking and 

mighty hunter who is able to hunt by tracking animals on 

                                                 foot. 

 

Kolia Aruneev wearing fufaika 
and bullet bag.  

Walking is also linked to clothing and footwear of the hunter as well as the gear he carries. 

The main clothing used in winter is leather hunting pants (O. urki), regular cotton underwear, 
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a fur cap (O. aun) as well as the famous cotton wool jacket fufaika, known as Gulag wear. 

The main clothing used in winter is leather hunting pants (O. urki), regular cotton underwear, 

a fur cap (O. aun) as well as the famous cotton wool jacket fufaika, known as Gulag wear. 

Even in winter there is no need for hunters to wear full-skin clothing since constant walking 

activity does not require very warm clothing. Hunters are always sweating when they are 

walking. In winter time, despite searching for reindeer or hunting, the reindeer herders 

permanent camp is left in the morning after sun is high (about 9-10 am) to avoid very low 

temperature when animals hide. Tea is always boiled as soon as hunter stops for a short break 

in midday while trapping or tracking.  

 

Comfortable walking relates to hunter gear he carries. Hunters do not take much equipment 

for fur or ungulates hunt. All camping gear is usually left in specially established hunting 

camp.  Day trip hunting equipments usually consists of a tozovka (small caliber gun) or semi-

automatic SKS 12 mm caliber gun used to shoot ungulates, long knife and rope. After animal 

is killed hunter come back to the camp for reindeer or horse to transport meat.  

 

Hunters of fur animals usually take: a small caliber gun (O. paktyravun); bullet bag (O. 

tauseruk); a knife (O. koto), a bag pack attached to frame (O. poniage). In the bag is usually 

carried a small kettle (O. kolokochan) for the midday break. In winter time, food stuff usually 

consists of some bread (O. kiltera), sugar (O. oloke) and tea. If squirrels are hunted, the 

hunter will also take a special belt (O. chimka) with a sharp-end made from the bone of the 

foot of a roe used to carry squirrels. In the bag pack there is always carried some iron traps. 

Iron traps are always carried while searching for reindeer. Herders usually even hunt 

squirrels while they are examining movements of reindeer herd through tracks. In couple 
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cases hunting with reindeer herd owner Nikolai Aruneev from Tungokochen village, there 

were also taken salt to get some sites salted and poison for wolves.6 In winter time matches 

are always taken since sable often is being smoked out from piles of stones. 

 

If hunter go for roe deer hunting on foot (R. peshkoviem), a special forked walking stick 

called a tyevun is taken. It has multifunctional uses: (1) to touch animal tracks in order  

to check their depth and toughness; 2) for chasing reindeer; (3) for leaning on when walking 

through hummocks raiding reindeer; and (4) to support and stabilize a gun for shooting. 

Hence, shooting becomes much easier, especially, when the target is far from hunter as it 

helps to keep the hand from shaking. Finally, tyevun helps to check the time an animal made 

the print during the winter. The hunter will touch the animal track with the tyevun checking 

 the softness of the snow. If 

the snow is soft, then the 

footprint is fresh since over 

time the sun and wind will 

harden any animal print. 

Aleksei Aruneev used tyevun 

through all autumn hunting 

season.  

 
Aleksei Aruneev using tyevun while transporting moose leg.

Most hunters wear knives in cases hung near belt. This particular kind of knife is up to 30 cm 

blade is used to cut young trees and branches when traveling.7 In autumn, hunters will also 

                                                 
6 Hunters in Zabaikal‘e also make artificial salted sites where ungulates come to lick the ground. Usually, these 
sites are used hunting in warm period the year.  
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take an axe (O. suko) or a big knife with a long handle (sort of machete) (O. purta, R. palma) 

for cutting meat. However, axe and machete is usually left in the camp while hunting 

ungulates. Kolia Aruneev says that “skillful hunter can use just knife to flesh moose”. A 

hunter can leave moose carcass in the kill site for a night if days and night are cold. Then he 

comes back in the morning with reindeer and horse and bring axe to cut some joints.  

 

If one is traveling with reindeer or horse for a couple days hunt of ungulates or fur animals, 

there are taken a piece of canvas to use as a makeshift roof or, sleeping bag and a skin mat 

(O. girkovun), food and couple reindeer to transport this gear. The hunter may also take up to 

10 reindeers for personal and equipment transport (such as canvas tent) and for transporting 

killed animals and couple of dogs for hunting when going for long term hunting. 

 

Footwear is always paid a special attention in the taiga. Young hunters used to complain in 

winter time quite often that they did not manage to achieve good hunting results because of  

inappropriate footwear. In winter, 

hunters prefer to wear buckskin 

handmade leather wear (O. amchiura), 

that is widely produced by hunters in 

villages as well as the taiga. While in 

the summer, hunters use factory made 

rubber shoes that are imported from  

                      China. Both   summer and winter                        

                                                                                                                                                      

1. Untakar, village winter footwear made from moose leg 
skin. 2. Amchiury taiga spring footwear made from elk leg 
skin. 3. Amchiury taiga winter footwear made from moose 
buckskin.   
7 The knives are usually huge hand-made machetes. A knife’s blade is produced from wood cutting saw by 
village handcrafters. The handle is made from birch knob taken from the root or stem. With such a knife, 
according to Aleksei Aruneev, it is much easier to clean intestines of wild animals as well as to cut through the 
joints of bones. Such a knife also serves to split fire wood and prepare small sticks for fire lighting in the night. 
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                      footwear are highly priced therefore 

always carefully fixed and maintained. Hence, fixing of rawhide sole of amchiura is almost 

weekly activity in winter hunting camps. Hunters have elaborated technology of repairing 

footwear.8 Sewing of patches as well as attaching with glues are done for both footwear 

buckskin amchiura and rubber. Aleksei Aruneev says that he manages to wear one pair of 

amchiura per year. Indeed, skin tanning is a wide spread practice in villages mostly 

regarding extra and unchallenged qualities of leather footwear produced from skins.  

 

Bootliners (R. portianki) is part of shoe wear that relates to comfortable walking in the taiga. 

It is a square piece of cloth wrapped around the foot to provide better fit inside a boot than an 

ordinary sock can provide blisters your feet. Piece of kersey is used in winter time and cotton 

fabric in summer time. Hence, even wrapping your feet with bootliners requires for special 

skills. Hence, failing to wrap your feet well can cause galling your feet that could be serious 

consequences for walker such as inability to walk for a long time. Therefore, experienced 

hunter always stop to rewrap bootliners and often use a chance to get it dried often even 

building a special rack to get puttee dried (O. lokovun) next to fire. 

 

Hunters, during winter, seldom make long stops, since low temperatures force them to get up 

and start walking to keep them warm. If the temperature reaches below -55 degrees 

centigrade then the hunter will stay in the camp instead of hunting, since animals do not 

move around much below this temperature. In summer time, there is the opposite problem; 

the midday temperatures can get so high that neither the hunters nor domesticated animals 

                                                 
8 Hunters complain that China made rubber shoes serves for a short time, while rubber shoes produced in Soviet 
times were said could be worn for a couple seasons. Indeed, some members of our summer expedition managed 
to puncture shoes after their first long distance walk. Hence, I was pointed sometimes that skillful walker 
manages to wear footwear longer. 
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can travel long distances. Hence, hunters will usually have a long midday breaks when the 

day’s temperature is at its peak and the mosquitoes are most active.  

 

Aleksei Aruneev as well as all hunters I hunted with usually used to leave for hunting of 

ungulates twice per day. First trip is done in early morning at 6 am in summer and 8 am in 

autumn. Second trip is done in afternoon at 6 pm when animals are most active looking for 

food and moving around. Hunter stops hunting in the midday and he returns to the camp for a 

tea. It was a way Aleksei Aruneev hunted ungulates. Last moose we killed in the October at 

11 am in the morning after three hours of searching for fresh tracks. Since it was warm 

autumn we had nothing to carry and three hours we walked carrying SKS gun all over the 

valleys. Aleksei walked in a special trajectory to approach special geographical sites where 

moose or elk like to hide. We managed to cross tracks of male and female moose and soon 

we approached silently them grazing in the thick forest.  

 

To sum up: hunters perceive skillful walking as the ability to walk fast, make little noise and 

cover a large areas in the taiga. The walker must be also able choose an optimal walking 

trajectory by reading the characteristics of the landscape, animal footprints, and wind and 

weather activity. Skillful walking must always be performed without noise.  

 

Walking and Reading tracks 

Acquisition and the use of knowledge such as reading tracks, marks and footprints left by 

animals and humans in the taiga is a necessary skill for hunting. Hunters say: “When you are 

traveling in the taiga, look what is under you foot” (R. taiga idiosh, smotri pod nogi). Indeed, 
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the ability to see other kinds of marks left on the surface, trees and bushes is also important 

for hunters. Hence, reindeer herding and hunting, as well as self protection from  

 

 

 

predators depend on the ability to discern, read and interpret all sorts of traces of the presence 

of animal and humans leave in the environment. Orochen hunters and herders say that one 

way of hunting is to follow the tracks of animals (O. osiamat). Hunters say that an animal’s 

tracks can convey much different information about the animal.  As soon as a hunter find 

tracks he will observe them carefully, touch it with the tyevun (or by hand) and then he can 

surmise what kind of animal left the tracks, how long ago, what the animal did (e.g., hunt, eat 

or it was escaping), its age 

(young or mature), gender, 

and even if it is a 

newcomer, migrating 

animal or permanent 

resident of the region.9  

Hunters can even say if a 

wolf has just been in his  

                                                                                                         den and thus moving away 

from the den or whether he is moving toward den. Skilled hunters can even say by looking at 

Bear trail. 

                                                 
9 It is important to say, that hunters usually know personally all local animals. They even know their way of 
walking, they liked places, styles of hunting. Some sables are hunted without success for many seasons and 
become almost like well known neighbors of people. Hunter Kolia Aruneev says that hunter must even get into 
personal relationship with animal and to talk with them, say hello. 
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squirrel or sable tracks whether or not the animal has already eaten or not. Finally, hunters 

are able to tell the time a track was left with a precision of minutes.  

 

When reindeer herders are looking for grazing reindeer in the taiga they will always cover a 

huge territory regardless of the season. Every trip that is performed by walking on foot gives 

a herder a wealth of information about life in the taiga.  Herders know what is going on in 

whole valley: what direction a moose walked, what predators are doing, how many squirrel 

lives there. Once, Kolia Aruneev pointed at the ground ahead of us when we were searching 

for reindeer and hunting squirrels on the way and said: “Look, there are tracks of three 

moose, they were walking and they were butting all the way, hence, look, they used to run 

away and meet there near forest line again”. From such information herders make decisions 

about what and where to hunt and how to control and protect their reindeer. Hunters 

memorize movements of animals in 

particular places for many years. 

Therefore, such knowledge lets the 

skillful hunters know special places 

where he can always find animals of a 

particular species should he want to 

find or avoid them.  

 

Knowledge of animals’ trails can be 

very detailed. Chulan Kirilov from 

Bugunda village told me that if a 
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female wolf footprint is “shrunk” or narrow it means the wolf is leaving from his nest, but if 

it is wide it means that the wolf is returning to its nest. Animals also leave special signs when 

they are marking territory. Such habit of marking territory as “their own,” is  

found among many animals. Hence, bears often bite or break trees, bruise the trunk of a tree 

with its claws and brush their breast into the old tree trunk in order to leave a smell and hair 

on it. These marks are left to warn newcomers that there is already a “master” of the territory. 

Many animals, such as wolf, often urinate leaving their own smell at different sites; in 

addition wolves also break bushes to mark their territory. The marking of a territory shows 

that an animal has inhabited that area for a long time. A moose or a red deer will often leave 

marks with antlers or their hoofs on the surface of the soil as well as on trees during rutting 

time. By such marks the ungulate signals its strength to the female of its species and also 

warns other male animals not to enter the territory.  Both hunters and animals are aware of   

making their own trails and the ways predators may read them. During winter time hunters 

must hide their own trails. It is most important to avoid leaving too many footprints when 

hiding a trap in the snow under sable tracks. Aleksei Aruneev says that hunters’ trails can 

raise an animal’s curiosity and he can pass by the trap instead of stepping on it. The tracks of 

a sable must also be approached from a direction against the wind so that animal would not 

be worried by the smell of a human footprint. Indeed all hunters know that sable should not 

be too curious about footprints or they will turn away from the location of the trap. In 

wintertime hunters will sometimes hide their own trails by sweeping snow over them. I have 

seen Kolia Aruneev sweeping about 30 meters of our walked track when he was leaving 

poisoned meat near a killed reindeer hoping to poison wolves. In summary, too many human 

footprints in an area will warn animals and they will avoid approach places near the prints.  
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Animals are also very aware of their own trails, therefore many animals have a habit of 

hiding them. For example, hunted sable or lynx often jump on fallen trees that are not 

covered by snow and move along them thus leaving no tracks behind. Others often walk in 

the tracks of other animals, especially rabbits, and then it can become impossible for dogs as 

well as hunters to follow them. In such cases where animals hide their own tracks, hunter can 

search for animal tracks for hours before giving up. Once I was hunting a wounded red deer 

with Vitia Mordonov from Taloi reindeer herding camp, and the dogs lost its scent and tracks 

since the animal had chosen to walk in the river. Sable as well as lynx can also walk circling 

around an area expecting that predators will lose their track. Our late autumn bear hunting 

was unsuccessful only because the bear walked in so many circles trying to tangle his 

footmarks and also passed over a dozen sites covered with stones purposely leaving no 

footprints there. Hence, three of us Aleksei Aruneev, Zhenia Naikanchin from Tungokochen 

village and I spent a full day tracking him all over a hill where we first located his tracks and 

finally gave up. Reindeer, moose and red elk find their herd as well as prospective mates by 

following their footprints. Predators such as ermine, bear and wolf often follow footprints of 

other predators in order to “steal” their kill. Hence, according to many hunters ermine always 

follow the track of wolves hoping to get their quarry. Many animals (boar, lynx, and bear) 

can also follow their own tracks in order to find out if someone is hunting them. Their own 

prints also serve as routes for them to follow; as a result, the tracks of sables or rabbits can 

become carved deeply in the snow allowing hunters to use these routes for setting traps for 

these animals. 

 

Hunters say that trails of ungulates are very fresh when they are three hours old or less and 

they are fresh enough to follow when they are between 12 and 24 hours old. According to 
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Iura Aruneev it still makes sense to follow an animal even though the track prints are 2-3 

days old. Then Iura suggests it is best to circle around the territory to find out if the animal 

has left the area or is still there. 

 

Orochen have a special terminology for describing various types of footprint. A very fresh 

footprint is called olokos nongononoptyn, fresh is named omukta udia, and the old one is 

named goropty udia. Yesterday’s footprint is named tynivar, today’s- ositkaptaki, and a 

morning footprint is called tymani.  Many features are used to read (and interpret) a footprint. 

the following table (Table 2) shows some characteristics that are taken into account when 

interpreting animal tracks: 
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TABLE 2: Hunter’s Ways to Interpret Animal Tracks: 
Season 

 

 Color changes  Wind  Temperature 10

 

Sun  

Winter If snow in the print is darker 

color than the surrounding 

snow the footprint is about 24 

hours old. 

 

If the footprint is almost covered 

with snow, it can be almost one 

week old. 

 

If the footprint has a hard icy rim 

and icicles can be seen in it, then 

it is about 24 hours old or the 

footprint was left in the night 

time.  

If the footprint is glittering like 

glass, then the animal walked in 

the night time (means it is quite 

fresh). 

 

 If footprint’s color is similar to 

color of snow, then the 

footprint was left today.  

 

If fresh snow is seen in footprint, 

it can be 10-30 minutes old. 

If footmark is tough it means it 

can be older than 24 hours. 

If snow crust is tough and broken 

into many parts after being touched 

with tyevun or hand, it can be less 

than one hour old.  

 The snow is of brighter and 

lighter color of fresh footmark 

that is up to 3 hours old.  

 If print is of soft snow it is less 

than three hours old 

 

 

 

                                                 
10 The lowest temperature can be observed when sun is setting or rising. 
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Season 

 

 Color changes  Wind  Temperature 11

 

Sun  

Muck Other signs Dew or Rain Color 

If muck looks natural, it is less 

than 24 hours old. 

 

If footprint is seen imprinted in 

moss (R. iagel) and the moss is 

wet, then the footprint is fresh 

and animal have just walked 

there.  

If there is no dew on grass in the 

morning, an animal has just 

walked there. Such grass does 

not glitter if sun is shining.  

If small bushes are lying on the 

ground with natural color, then the 

animal has just walked there. If it 

is getting  darker then the animal 

might have walked there  2-3 days 

ago. 

If the muck is dry, then it is 

more than 24 hours old. 

If branches are broken however 

the broken place is still soft, then 

the animal has just walked there  

If footprints are washed out by 

rain or dew, then the animal 

walked before rain. 

If grass is getting dry and of 

yellow color, an animal walked 

thereabout 2-3 days ago.  

Summer 

If muck is completely dry, it 

means footprint is more than a 

couple of days old. 

If gum (O. lu, R. smala) is 

dropping from an animal scratch 

made on the trunk of a larch tree, 

then it is about 24 hour’s old 

scratch, if no gum is dropping, 

then the animal footprint is less 

than 24 hours old.  

  

                                                 
11 The lowest temperature can be observed when sun is setting or rising. 

 



 

 

Additionally, an animal that walked through grass can be detected by the hunters’ whole 

body, since a hunter can follow its trail without getting wet from the dew. Traces left by an 

animal can even be smelled. According to Kolia Aruneev, fresh marks and bruises left on 

trees and bushes smell differently than old ones in warm periods of the year.  

 

Knowing trails relates directly to hunting success, Orochen learn the skills of reading tracks 

from an early age. At the time of my summer fieldwork in the River Taloi reindeer herder’s 

camp, I saw the head of family, Viktor Mordonov, teaching his five-year-old son, Maxim, 

how to read tracks. My main hunting mate, Alexei Aruneev, told me that learning how to 

read tracks was a one of the games of his childhood. He said that his mother used to take him 

on winter hunting trips and ask him what trackds he saw and to guess what kind of animal it 

was and various other attributes of the track. As soon as he was wrong in his interpretation 

his mother would say, “do not tell lies” or “liar” (O. uliok, R. vriosh).  

 

Orochen also have special taboos and rules concerning tracks. It is said that a hunter should 

not touch the pawprint of bear or hoofprint of boar as these two animals are considered the 

most dangerous and most sensitive of animals. Nikolai Kirilov from Bugunda village says 

that these two animals have special holes in their backbone and as soon as a hunter touches 

the footprint of the animal the animal will feel pin pricks in these “ears”. It was told me that 

first the hunter should not give any clue that he is tracking an animal and second he should 

never get the animal angry. Kolia Aruneev told me that you should not touch bear scats since 

that is an invitation to the bear for a fight.  According to Kolia, if the bear should catch wind 

that you have touched his dropping he will follow you everywhere and not even hesitate 
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coming into your camp to attack you  Bears also always check their own footprints and will 

start to be more careful or aggressive if the hunter’s footprints are touching or on top of his 

tracks..  

 

When looking at tracks, hunters will talk about the animals as if they actually saw them; 

however in reality they saw just their trails.  Tracks are the central topic of conversation 

during and after every hunting trip. A person can “communicate” with animal through the 

tracks, receiving information about the animal and also, leaving information about himself. It 

is an oddly intimate kind of conversation between the animal being hunted and the hunter, 

who may also on occasion be the hunted.    

 

Walking, Orientation and Route Signs  

People that live and hunt in the taiga have developed a system of signs to convey different 

information to each other. Such signs, called sama or samair, are left near routes or in 

camping areas. They are intended to convey information about their plans and make requests 

from family members who pass by as well as just convey some important family news. This 

system of signs is important not only for practical purposes but for social and emotional 

reasons as well since reindeer herding and hunting are dangerous activities that require the 

herder or hunter to be separated from their family for long periods of time.  

 

Signs played also important role after sovietization and collectivization. Boarding schools or 

studying in high schools as well as working for different administration departments divided 

Orochen families. Most of the children, students and adults sent to other parts of the Soviet 

Union for study or work would return for family and clan gatherings a couple of times per 
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year in the taiga. This situation has not changed after the collapse of socialism, since many 

Orochen remain in villages and urban areas where they had originally been relocated to, 

nevertheless they still visit their relatives in the taiga. Additionally, reindeer herders often 

spend their time in separate camps since reindeers are always divided into separate herding 

groups. People often perform reindeer herding and hunting activities independently, and are 

separated for long stretches as a result, for this reason signs (O. sama) continue to play an 

important role in the everyday life of nomadic and sedentary Orochen. According to 

Vladimir Lokushin “Orochen knew well each other plans in the past, they knew where one is 

migrating to, where you can find relatives as well as when and where you can meet them. 

People could migrate everywhere in the past, they could visit any valley, and therefore, there 

were many people in the taiga. Hence, people used to leave signs for each other informing 

(R. zakazyvali) about meeting. Every clan had own sign. My father used to leave a cut on the 

tree forming young moon as well as kamus12 shape cut.”  Through this system of signs 

individuals can convey substantial information in condensed form about future migration, 

hunting luck as well as particular directions to the camping sites of relatives. Some signs 

made on three from cotton string of hunter’s bootliners can convey the identity of particular 

person and serves as the basis for hunters and herders reciprocal exchanges. Other, signs 

marks sacred sites as well as cemeteries and indicates that some special behavior is required. 

 

Signs can be left next to the main reindeer herders’ routes. Such signs mark good or bad 

places, camping sites, as well as sites with fresh water. The Orochen of the Tungokochen 

district used to migrate in the beginning of 20th century up to Chita or even Aga district in the 

south as well as to the trading post of Kurumkan district in East Buriatiia. Furthermore, many 

                                                 
12 Skin taken from ungulates’ legs. 
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Orochen used to visit their relatives living as far as Yakutiia, which meant traveling up to 

1000-1500 km one way. Along these migratory routes signs would also indicate the location 

of fresh water site during dry summer periods. A fresh water sign for fresh water would be 

made by breaking the branches of young trees at eye level and hanging or tying a piece of 

moss or grass to the top of one or more of the branches.  Additional signs would be used to 

point the direction where the fresh water is located. These signs would be kept up or replaced 

if they were ruined.  

 

Signs that are left near migration routes usually are made in a significant place where they 

are intended to be looked for and found. There was also a sign made which meant 

“attention”.  This sign was made by cutting the bark of a young tree and forming a circle with 

it. “Attention” could also be signaled by stripping the bark from a mature larch tree. Such 

signs are seen from far away, since the white color of the peeled tree is very discernable. The 

top of such a tree may also be bent and bound. All the above kinds of signs signal “attention” 

and usually point to the more detailed sign lying near on the ground or written on paper kept 

in an glass bottle.  

 

Every family has its own signs and own ways of marking the signs in the environment and 

conveying information. I did observe sign-making on almost every hunting trip. Sama in 

Kolia Aruneev camp usually is a long pole directed to the camp site and is held fast by a 

tripod made of sticks or leaned on a tree stump. The end of pole is usually tied with grass. 

Such sign can be left in the camp or along the hunter’s own trail. Kolia’s grandfather Fiodor 

Zhumanneev had lived in the taiga on a collective farm; he used to leave different signs for 

his children and how they could find him when he was camping and also leave signs for 
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other family about his plans. Fiodor used to take a “togan” (a stick used for holding a tea 

kettle) and point it in the direction he was moving by leaning it on a tree stump. The end of 

such a pole would be wrapped with cotton or grass to indicate the direction. Kolia Aruneev 

explained to me, “the higher the angle of the pole from the ground, the, further you can 

expect your relatives to travel to their long-term camp.” Some signs are much elaborated and 

are capable of conveying much information.  

 

Orochen always break the end leaves of branches when they travel by horse, walk or travel 

by reindeer in the summer. They are broken in the direction of the way they travel. The 

freshness of the break can tell passers-by about the time they had come to that spot and 

approximately how far ahead they were.  Longer periods of time can be estimated by the 

breaks of boughs with leaves; for instance, if the broken part of the bough is dry then they 

can estimate that people came by up to a couple of weeks past. During winter signs are left 

on the trunks of trees or the tree itself is altered in shape, and sometimes marks are left in the 

snow. Lines etched in snow with a special stick (O. tyevun) show the directions the reindeer 

herders are moving.  

 

Human burial platforms as well as platforms made for bear remains can be found all over the 

taiga. These are important sites that require particular behaviors. These sites are also marked 

by a cut left in a tree trunk. Such signs warn people that they should best avoid passing 

through the site, even though it has been destroyed. Kolia Aruneev noted that every hunter 

must perform special rites in order to keep safe and health and to help with his hunting luck. 
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He frequently told me of his own misfortunes when he lost reindeers (O. evuchak) because 

he had unwittingly walked through a burial site.13.  

 

Hunting sites of killed or fleshed animal are marked with a special sign as well. Often some 

of the meat is left and can be brought to the camp by other family persons who are hunting 

and trailing behind.  Hunters sometimes return to the main camp after an animal has been 

killed and will tell his wife to go and fetch the meat transporting it back with a reindeer. 

After killing an animal, the hunters usually skin it and cut its flesh into pieces; they will then 

leave a sign: a specially erected pole (O. delken) which can be up to 1.4-2 meters in height. 

Usually, meat is covered with sprays or birch bark and left. Sometimes, if an hunter expects 

to return the same day, meat will be hung from a young birch tree. When leaving such a kill 

site, Aleksei Aruneev breaks the branches of trees in 2-4 places. As soon as they are on route 

he makes a special sign by cutting the bark from a tree. A special stick can be made pointing 

toward the killed animal meat. Signs can be made with a piece of leather or cotton by which 

the hunter informs his wife or anybody else who will come by to transport the meat. There 

can be made additional cuts on tree to make it more possible to see the kill site from a far 

distance.  

 

Even a skilled hunter may lose his way when traveling in unknown territory. In this case he 

will rely on nature’s orienting signs for finding his way. Lionia Unaulov said that stars 

provide the best information since they can tell people about time, direction, and location 

while the sun serves as an orienting sign in the daytime. For instance, the morning star- 

chiolban (R. utreniia zvezda)- is always seen in the East, while oglan (R. bolshaia 

                                                 
13 Evuchak is valued reindeer used for riding.  
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medvedica) is always seen in the North. One winter night we woke up at midnight after I had 

started a small fire inside our canvas tent. I had played a joke on my tent-mate Lionia 

Unaulov and told him that it was morning already; however he went out for a pee and when 

he came back he said the time, he was only 15 minutes off the time I had on my watch.  

 

It is much easier to navigate during the daytime than nighttime. Plants and insects can give 

hunters full information about the cardinal directions. For example, an ant nest is always 

located on the south side of a tree. While a rhododendron plant (O. diangdyktal, R. bagulnik) 

is always growing on the southern slope (O. alga) of a hill, and alder (R. olha, O. dulgikta) 

on the northern slope (O. bosoho). On a larch tree there is a preponderance of branches on its 

southern side.  All these and more kinds of natural signs are known and used by hunters and 

herders for navigating through the taiga, so that even when they are lost they can find their 

way back to their camps.  

 

Walking and socialization 

Some routes in the taiga are used frequently and by many people who are traveling by horses 

to hunting areas, salt sites, or hay-cutting places. Such routes are heavily used, in autumn 

time when all hunters go for “rut hunting” moose and elk. Since most people use these same 

routes, people frequently meet and chat. Usually people stop for 10-20 minutes to smoke 

cigarettes exchange ideas about the area, and hunting. Hunters will seldom give explicit 

information about hunting but they will always tell what animal tracks they saw, how old the 

tracks were, the direction and location of the tracks, and what the animal was doing.  
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Often, we used to pass log huts or main camping sites that were occupied by hunters. Since 

there are a limited number of permanent shelters (O kaltamni, R. balagan) we would share a 

living space for the night. In such cases, hunters used to exchange news about life in the 

village as well as about people that hunt in particular area. People also discuss hunting 

strategies as well as different hunting events. Additionally during such meetings people will 

share their fresh killed food.   

 

In the evening, hunters have a habit of discussing  the conditions of the route, the landscape 

and signs seen by road and especially, when they had walked in a particular area for the first 

time the difficulties they faced  such as how thick the forest was, or the hummocks fields. 

 

Finally, hunters and herders maintain their social relationship with their neighboring hunters 

via walking activities.  In winter time, many huts in different hunting areas are used by 

hunters who are hunting fur animals. Kolia Aruneev will make it a point to visit these winter 

log houses while he is searching for reindeer even though such huts may be up to 20-50 km 

away.  Kolia often share his news with neighbors as well as exchanges goods with them. 

When we visited fur hunter Iura Epov in Siligli River log hut that was about 50 km from our 

reindeer camp, Kolia Aruneev asked for glue as well as a threading needle for sewing and 

repairing winter footwear. At the end of winter, Epov visited Kolia’s reindeer herder’s baza 

and asked him for a reindeer skin mattress (O. girkovun). These reciprocal exchange systems 

play an important and integral part in the life of the people that live in taiga. Through 

neighbors they obtain information about the villages, their relatives and hunting; they 

maintain social ties; and they are important for the distribution and acquisition of important 
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goods.  Below, I will describe a typical few days in the life of Kolia Aruneev, with a focus on 

everyday sociability in the context of hunting and herding deer. 

 

 

 

Kolia’s Newspaper 

Tungokochen reindeer herder Kolia Aruneev liked to say that his walking in the taiga is like 

“reading a newspaper”.  Kolia usually used to perform different tasks while he was doing 

walking trips around his hunting territory. In one winter walk we managed to kill four 

squirrels, one sable, as well as leave traps, check traps that had already been set up, as well as 

pick up some gear for an autumn camp. We also were checking all tracks of reindeer 

checking the directions our reindeer herd had moved. The next day we managed to kill two 

squirrels as well as set up some traps and leave poison for wolf. We also checked the 

movements of reindeer as well as predators. Together we spend 3 hours unsuccessfully trying 

to smoke out a sable from his nest located in a pile of stones. On our third day, in addition to 

hunting and searching for reindeer, we also left some salt in an artificially made salt site (O. 

taloi, R. solianka) which is used for hunting. Every day we walked up to 30 km.  A week 

later, Kolia visited his relative who hunts about 40 km from our reindeer herding camp and 

got news about what is going on in Zelionoe Ozero village. Next day Kolia walked back. 

Indeed, by such walking activities, Kolia gained all the information about what is going on in 

the taiga as well as in villages. Additionally, Kolia knew about all the poaching activity in 

the region. He was especially keen to joke about the poaching activities of the administrators 

and militia in the taiga. He could easily identify marks all-terrain vehicles knowing owners as 

well as their kills by the remains.  
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Indeed, all hunters show interest in human footprints and check it by putting their own foot 

into it and checking how hard packed snow of the print is.  If hunters see truck marks they 

will also check the hardness of the snow of the tire track.  They do this by placing their feet 

on the tire track: if a tire track is fresh their feet will slide and if it is old it will not. 

According to hunter Gena Kirilov from Tungokochen village, one can easily identify the 

footprints of a particular person by the manner of walking which can be read from the 

footprints. Often, I was told that reindeer people walk differently than village people. Chulan 

Kirilov from Bugunda village told me that Russians often drag their foot and therefore you 

can see marks on snow. The Tungokochen village militia officer told me that Gena Kirilov’s 

knowledge of track helped him to find someone who had stolen a cow. Gena Kirilov was 

invited for his expertise by the officer and Kirilov was able to tell from his observation of the 

footprints, that the cow was killed from a distance of 20 meters by a gun; that it was not a tall 

man, and that he had been on a grey horse which was lame with one foot. The thief was 

quickly found.   

 

Conclusions 

Because of social changes such as sovietization as well as the collapse of the Soviet system, 

walking is still a core activity for all Orochen economic practices such as reindeer herding 

and hunting in the taiga. Hence, walking can not be seen as a less advanced way of moving 

compared to riding a reindeer or horse when one takes accounts the realities of the Zabaikal 

landscape. Person become less noticeable and more mobile, by walking on foot in hunting 

and reindeer herding, therefore can perform his tasks in the best way. Reading of animal 

tracks is performed with a detailed examination, therefore it can not be done while raiding 
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animal. hunters perceive tracks as part of the identity of the animal itself.  Via tracks, a 

person can communicate with the animal, can send him information, and tell about himself. 

Humans and animals are all very aware of these possibilities.  Information via mark can be 

perceived visually by shape, color, reflection, or the shine of a print in the snow, the patterns 

of a sequence of footprints. Other senses such as smell and touch also come to play in 

reading footprints and tracks. They are as Geertz might say, “public signs” that can be read 

by humans and animals. Walking strategies in hunting depend on the activities and 

movements of the hunted animal all of which can be read by their tracks. While walking, the 

hunter is also conscious of the direction of the wind and the kind of noises made by himself 

as well as the hunted animal. Year by year,  tracks make patterns that gives hunters 

knowledge about the living sites, migratory patterns  and habits of different animals. Hence, 

track reading is part of the daily walking practice of the hunters and herders and influence 

walking itself. Therefore, tracks are in the center of hunter’s daily discourses during every 

hunting trip. Hence, walking by foot is a way of gaining information about the world. 

Reading human and animal footprints and tracks is an important aspect of walking; these 

tracks can be viewed as condensed objects of information which are imprinted in all hunters’ 

memories. Hunters remember all the patterns and trajectories of footprints they saw in a 

particular area, even if they saw them many years ago. The landscape surface is perceived as 

a vast dynamic web of signs. 

 

Walking in not just a mode for moving about in the taiga but it requires and is in itself a 

valuable skill that affects and reflects the quality of work as well the personality of an 

individual. Further, as noted by informants who can distinguish forms of walking by hunter 
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and herders as compared to villagers and Russian officers, walking is an important marker of 

Orochen identity. 

 

Through walking hunters and herders acquire knowledge about routes and various landscapes 

in the taiga. Moving along these routes is not just about hunting and herding but it is also an 

integral part of creating and forming social networks in the taiga; along these routes people 

meet and share their knowledge. The landscape is also full of human and natural signs the 

people use to navigate and communicate with each other.  
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